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Abstract. Shape graphs have been introduced in [Ren04a, Ren04b] as an ab-
straction to be used in model checking object oriented software, where states of
the system are represented as graphs. Intuitively, the graphs modeling the states
represent the structure of objects dynamically allocated in the heap. State transi-
tions are then generated by applying graph transformation rules corresponding to
the statements of the program. Since the state space of such systems is potentially
unbounded, the graphs representing the states are abstracted by shape graphs.
Graph transformation systems may be analyzed [BCK01, BK02]by constructing
finite structures that approximate their behaviour with arbitrary accuracy, by us-
ing techniques developed in the context of Petri nets. The approach of [BK02]
is to construct a chain of finite under-approximations of theWinskel’s style un-
folding of a graph grammar, as well as a chain of finite over-approximations of
the unfolding, where both chains converge to the full unfolding. The approxima-
tions may then be used to check properties of the underlying graph transformation
system. We apply this technique to approximate the behaviour of systems repre-
sented by shape graphs and graph tranformation rules.

1 Introduction

Graphs and graph transformation systems are a powerful formalism to represent the be-
haviour of software systems, particularly those of object-oriented programs that build
heap based data structures. However, since the state space of such systems is typ-
ically unbounded, some technique has to be employed in orderto finitely represent
them so that their properties may be analyzed. Abstraction is one such technique, and
shape graphshave been introduced in [Ren04a, Ren04b] as an abstraction of edge la-
belled graphs, that can be used to model the behaviour of systems. The abstraction
is based on structural similarity of nodes in the state graphs, described previously in
[Ren04a, Ren04b] and shown there to give rise to a finite set ofabstract graphs called
shapes. The work described in [RD05] shows how graph transformation rules specified
in terms of concrete graphs may be applied to shapes, to produce a shape transition
system representing the behaviour of the underlying system.

Graph transformation systems have also been used to model concurrent and dis-
tributed systems. Even though several semantics have been proposed for graph trans-
formation systems, most of them give a concrete descriptionof the behaviour of the
system in terms of non-effective, i.e. infinite or non-decidable, structures. The work
described in [BCK01, BK02] shows how to construct approximations of the behaviour
of a graph transformation system based on Petri nets. They describe how to construct



both under- and over-approximations of the behaviour of a class of hypergraph transfor-
mation systems, where the precision of the abstraction can be specified as a parameter.
The accuracy of both the under- and over-approximations canthus be increased arbitrar-
ily, and they show that the resulting sequence of increasingly precise approximations
converges to the exact behaviour.

The technique proposed in [BCK01, BK02] is based on the unfolding of Petri nets
and computing complete finite prefixes as proposed in [McM95]. By applying unfold-
ing steps to a structure combining a given graph grammar, anda Petri net representing
the application of the rules of the grammar, they produce a structure which partially
represents the behaviour of the graph grammar. A parameterk restricts the extent to
which unfolding is performed, in such a way that a larger value ofk produces a better
under-approximation. In the case of Petri nets, if the system is finite state and the con-
dition for stopping the unfolding is suitably chosen, the result is a finite prefix which is
completein the sense that it represents the full behaviour of the system. Just applying
unfolding steps to a graph grammar will in general result in an infinite structure, which
is hence not useful for verifying properties of the system. One of the main contribu-
tions of their work is to introduce a so calledfoldingstep which merges certain parts of
the structure, and hence produces an over-approximation ofthe behaviour. The folding
steps are applied after performing only unfolding steps to an extent specified by the pa-
rameterk, and hence produces a structure that is exact to the degree towhich unfolding
steps are performed, and over-approximates after that. Theresult of applying both the
unfolding and folding steps is a finite structure, called thek-covering, that represents
the behaviour of the system in an (over) approximate manner in that every computation
of the given system is represented in the structure, and possibly more. Thus the folding
step can be considered as an abstraction technique that produces a finite representation
of possibly infinite behaviours.

Thek-covering of a graph grammar can be used to verify propertiesof the system
that are reflected by graph morphisms. If a property holds in all the computations rep-
resented by thek-covering, then it certainly holds in all computations of the original
system. Important properties of this kind are the non-existence and non-adjacency of
edges with specific labels, the absence of certain paths or cycles.

The contribution of this paper is to combine both the abstraction techniques de-
scribed above, namely shape graphs that merge nodes in stategraphs based on a notion
of local similarity, and folding steps which also merge nodes in state graphs based on
a different criterion. Intuitively the folding step mergestwo matches of a given graph
production rule when they stand in a particular relation to each other, and are suffi-
ciently “similar” in a sense that will be made precise in later sections. One limitation of
thek-covering technique is that it is applicable only to finite state systems. However,
since shape graphs can finitely abstract infinite state systems, the combination of the
two allows the analysis of infinite state systems as well, which is not possible using the
unfolding technique alone. On the other hand the unfolding technique naturally captures
concurrent behaviours without having to explicitly represent all possible interleavings
of the concurrent actions, as would be done in an explicit state transition approach. An-
other advantage of the unfolding technique is that the precision of the approximation is
parameterised by the valuek. Thus combining the two abstraction techniques provides



the benefits of both, namely a compact parameterised approximate representation of
systems with both infinite state and concurrent behaviours,which can then be used to
verify properties of such systems.

2 Definitions

In this section we will define the graphs, graph transformation rules, and shape graphs
that we use to model systems. We will also introduce some notations regarding Petri
nets before defining thePetri graphstructures that combine graphs with Petri nets. The
Petri graphs are the structures that are used to represent the approximate behaviour of
an underlying graph transformation system.

2.1 Graph transformation systems

In the following,L denotes a fixed, finite set of labels.

Definition 1 (graph). A graph over L is a tupleG = 〈N,E〉, where N is a set of nodes,
and E⊆ N ×L×N a set of labelled edges. The source node, target node, and label of
an edgee ∈ E are denotedsrc(e), tgt(e), andlab(e) respectively.
A graphG = 〈N,E〉 is called deterministic if(v, a, w), (v, a, w′) ∈ E impliesw = w′.

Definition 2 (morphism). If G = 〈NG, EG〉, andH = 〈NH , EH〉 are graphs over L,
a morphismϕ = (ϕN , ϕE) is a pair of functionsϕN : NG → NH , andϕE : EG →
EH , such that for every edgee ∈ EG, srcH(ϕE(e)) = ϕN (srcG(e)), tgtH(ϕE(e)) =
ϕN (tgtG(e)), andlabH(ϕE(e)) = labG(e).

We useGraL to denote the class of graphs overL, andDGraL to denote the
class of deterministic graphs overL. A bijective morphismϕ : G → H is called an
isomorphism, and two graphsG andH are called isomorphic, denotedG ∼= H if there
exists an isomorphism between them.

Definition 3 (production rule). A graph production rule is a span of injective mor-

phismsr = (Lr

ϕL

←֓ Kr

ϕR

→֒ Rr), whereLr,Kr, Rr are finite graphs. The rule is called
simple if: (i)Kr is discrete, i.e. it contains no edges, (ii) no two edges inLr have the
same label, (iii) the morphismϕL is bijective on nodes, and (iv)NLr

does not contain
isolated nodes.

In the rest of this paper we will consider only simple rules. Simple rules can delete
and generate edges, but cannot delete nodes. Also a simple rule cannot delete two edges
with the same label. These restrictions are imposed mainly in order to simplify the
presentation [BK02]. Deletion of nodes can be achieved by leaving a node isolated,
and by considering graphs only upto isolated nodes. Note that preservation of edges
may be simulated by deleting an edge and generating it again.In the following it will

be assumed that for a ruler = (Lr

ϕL

←֓ Kr

ϕR

→֒ Rr), ϕL andϕR are inclusions, and
Kr = LR ∩Rr.



Definition 4 (graph transformation). Let r = (Lr

ϕL

←֓ Kr

ϕR

→֒ Rr) be a production
rule. Amatchof r in a graphG is any morphismϕ : Lr → G. If there exists a double-
pushout diagram

Lr

ϕ

��

Kr

ϕLoo ϕR //

��

Rr

��
G Doo // H

then we writeG⇒r,ϕ H or simplyG⇒r H . A graph transformation system is a finite
set of graph production rulesR. We writeG ⇒R H if G ⇒r H for somer ∈ R, and
⇒∗

R denotes the transitive closure of⇒R. A graph grammar is a graph transformation
systemR, together with a finite start graphGR, and is denotedG = (R, GR).

2.2 Multiplicities and Shapes

A multiplicity is an interval of natural numbers. Formally,we define the universe of
multiplicities asM = {(i, j) ∈ N× (N ∪ {⋆}) | i ≤ j}, where⋆ is used to denote
infinity (i.e., i < ⋆ for all i ∈ N). We useµ to range over multiplicities. We write=i for
(i, i), >i for (i + 1, ⋆) and≥i for (i, ⋆). The lower bound of a multiplicityµ ∈ M is
denoted by⌊µ⌋ and the upper bound⌈µ⌉; thus⌊(i, j)⌋ = i and⌈(i, j)⌉ = j. Multiplicity
µ is called positive if⌊µ⌋ > 0. We write i ∈ µ if ⌊µ⌋ ≤ i ≤ ⌈µ⌉; based on this we
define inclusion,µ1 ⊆ µ2, as∀i : i ∈ µ1 ⇒ i ∈ µ2. A given setX has multiplicity
µ, denotedX :µ, if |X | ∈ µ. The following defines two operations over multiplicities,
whereµ, µ1, µ2 ∈M andi ∈ N (note that⋆− i = ⋆+ i = ⋆ for all i ∈ N):

µ1 + µ2 = (⌊µ1⌋+ ⌊µ2⌋, ⌈µ1⌉+ ⌈µ2⌉)

µ− i = (max(0, ⌊µ⌋ − i), ⌈µ⌉ − i) if ⌈µ⌉ ≥ i.

The following expresses some algebraic properties of thesevarious concepts.

Proposition 1. Letµ ∈M, and letA,B be arbitrary finite sets.
1. IfA : µ then(A \B) : µ− |A ∩B|.
2. If i ≤ ⌈µ⌉ then(µ− i) + =i ⊆ µ.

Multiplicities are used as basic ingredients for the definition of shapes. These are graphs
where a multiplicity is associated with each node, stating how many concrete nodes it
represents, and with each pair of nodev and labela, stating how many incominga-
edgeseach instanceof v has. Formally:

Definition 5 (shape).A shapeis a tupleS = 〈N,E,nd , in〉 with 〈N,E〉 ∈ GraL

(sometimes denoted byGS), and
– nd : N →M a node multiplicity function;
– in : N → L→M an incoming edge multiplicity function.

S is calleddeterministicif the following property holds:
– for all v ∈ N such thatnd(v) = =1 and alla ∈ L, |{w | (v, a, w) ∈ E}| ≤ 1 and
|{w | (w, a, v) ∈ E}| ≤ ⌈in(v)(a)⌉.



An example deterministic shape was shown in Fig. 1. We useShaL to denote the class
of shapes overL, andDShaL for the deterministic shapes. Each shape stands for a
number ofinstances, which are concrete (deterministic) graphs. In this sense,a shape
is comparable to atype graph; however, the multiplicities provide far more control over
the structure of the instances. The relation between a shapeand its instances is defined
by the following notion ofshaping.

Definition 6 (shaping).Given a graphG ∈ DGraL and a shapeS ∈ ShaL, a shap-
ing ofG into S is a morphisms : G→GS such that:

1. for all v ∈ NS , s−1(v) : nd(v);
2. for all v ∈ NG anda ∈ L, {w ∈ NG | (w, a, v) ∈ EG} : in(s(v))(a);
3. for all v ∈ NG anda ∈ L, if ∃(s(v), a, w) ∈ ES then∃(v, a, w′) ∈ EG.

We writes : G→S to denote thats is a shaping ofG intoS. It is important to note that,
due to possible inconsistencies between multiplicity constraints, not all shapes have
instances. If a shape admits instances we call itconsistent. In [Ren04a] we have shown
that the notion of consistency is decidable for arbitrary (finite)S ∈ ShaL.

A graph typically has (shapings into) many shapes; for instance, by changing the
multiplicities of a shape into more permissive ones (i.e., that extend the old ones), all
shapings remain preserved. In fact, shapes are interrelated by so-calledabstraction mor-
phisms.

Definition 7 (abstraction morphism). LetS, T ∈ ShaL. Anabstraction morphismα
fromS to T (writtenα : S→ T ) is a morphismα : GS →GT such that:

1. for all v ∈ NT , ndT (v) ⊇
∑

ndS(α−1(v));
2. for all v ∈ NS anda ∈ L, inT (α(v))(a) ⊇ inS(v)(a).;
3. for all v ∈ NS anda ∈ L, ∃(α(v), a, w) ∈ ET implies∃(v, a, w′) ∈ ES .

The following proposition states that (as expected) any instance of a shape is also an
instance of a more abstract shape.

Proposition 2. Let G ∈ DGraL and S, T ∈ ShaL. If s:G→ S is a shaping and
α:S→ T an abstraction, thenα ◦ s is a shaping ofG into T .

2.3 Shape transformations

In this section we describe how graph transformation rules are applied to shape graphs.
We will use a running example of a circular buffer used to store data values. The buffer
consists of ann-linked circular structure ofC-nodes and a centralB-node pointing to
the (current) first and last cell throughf- and l-edges. A cell can contain an object,
modelled by av-edge to anO-node, or be empty, modelled by ae-edge back to theB-
node. Fig. 1 shows an example buffer of four cells, two of which are empty. The shape
of this buffer combines the (structurally similar) emptyC-nodes and theO-nodes, and
additionally specifiesmultiplicitieson the nodes and incoming edges.1 The=1 on the

1 In this paper we assume that graphs are deterministic — defined below — which means that
outgoing multiplicities are not needed. We write the edge multiplicities on theoppositeend of
the arrows than is usual in class diagrams.
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Fig. 1. Example circular buffer with four cells, its shape, and two production rules

incoming edge of theO-node, e.g., indicates that each concreteO-instance has exactly
one incomingv-edge, which can come fromeitherof theC-nodes.

To transform this example graph, Fig. 1 also shows two rules〈put〉 and〈get〉, each
consisting of two graphs: a left hand side (LHS) and a right hand side (RHS). The rules
describe the insertion and removal of objects, where for simplicity the nodes modelling
the objects are actually created at insertion and deleted atremoval.

The abstract states of the transition system generated by aninitial shape and a set
of production rules will becanonicalshapes, which is a sub-class satisfying some nor-
malisation constraints. Their transformation is a three-step process.

Materialisation. This involves identifying the sub-shape where the rule applies and
extracting an explicit, concrete copy of it. This is necessary to accurately mimic
the effect of the transformation. The same principle can be found in [SRW98],
from where we took the term “materialisation”, but also in our own work [DRK02,
DKR04], where it is called “extraction.”

Transformation. The transformation of a materialised shape is much like an ordinary
graph transformation. We can show that this type of transformation both preserves
and reflects transformations of the corresponding instancegraphs. Details of the
transformation of shapes are presented in appendix A.

Normalisation. The result of the transformation, although still an abstract graph, is
typically outside the sub-class ofcanonicalshapes. Therefore, we have to massage
it to fit it back into that class. This may introduce additional non-determinism: an
arbitrary shape typically gives rise to more than one canonical shape. Details of the
normalisation of shape graphs is presented in appendix B.

Materialisation. We lift the application of graph production rules to shapes.We do this
in two steps: first wematerialisethe shape, then we transform the materialised graph as
if it were a concrete graph. Materialisation is done relative to a prospective matching of
the rule’s LHS. Since such a matching is not a shaping (the LHSis only afragmentof



a graph and so the cardinality constraints in the shape are not necessarily met) we have
to define first what kind of objects they are.

Definition 8. LetL ∈ DGraL andS ∈ ShaL. A pre-shapingp of L in S is a graph
morphismp:L→ GS with the additional property that theupper boundsof the node
and edge cardinalities are satisfied; i.e.,

– for all v ∈ NS , |p−1(v)| ≤ ⌈ndS(v)⌉;
– for all v ∈ NG anda ∈ L, |{w ∈ NG | (w, a, v) ∈ EG}| ≤ ⌈inS(p(v))(a)⌉.

A pre-shapingp is calledconcreteif the following additional properties hold:
– for all v ∈ NL, ndS(p(v)) = =1;
– for all (v, a, w) ∈ EL, (p(v), a, w′) ∈ ES impliesw′ = p(w).

Pre-shapings extend injective morphisms from a graphs-to-graphs notion to a graphs-
to-shapes notion. Concreteness means that the morphism maps only to nodes and edges
that are uniquely identifiable in any concrete instance.

Proposition 3. LetL,G ∈ DGraL andS ∈ ShaL. If f :L→ G is an injective mor-
phism ands:G→ S a shaping, thens ◦ f is a pre-shaping ofL into S.

S

L

c
??

�
�

�
�

�
�

� m // G

s

OO

Fig. 2.Visualisation of Prop. 4

The intuition is that the existence of a pre-
shapingp:L → S indicates thatL may be
a fragmentof an instance ofS. We do not
currently have a result that supports that in-
tuition; that is, we do not know if or when the
existence ofp implies that there is an instance
G with a (proper) shapings:G→ S and an

embeddingm:L→G such thatp = s ◦m. We conjecture, however, that the results of
[Ren04a] can easily be extended so as to reduce this property(for a givenL andS) to
an integer program, thus giving a decision procedure. For concrete pre-shapings, on the
other hand, we have the following further property, depicted graphically in Fig. 2:

Proposition 4. LetL ∈ DGraL andS ∈ ShaL and letc:L→ S be a concrete pre-
shaping. For anyG ∈ DGraL with a shapings:G→S, there is an injective morphism
m:L→G such thatc = s ◦m.

Given a LHSL, a shapeS and a pre-shapingp:L→ S, thematerialisationof S rel-
ative top is defined by disjointly adding a copy ofL to S, connecting it toS where
necessary, and adapting the node multiplicities ofS to account for the extraction of one
or more instances from them. W.l.o.g. we assumeNL ∩NS = ∅; we define a function
αp: (NL ∪NS)→NS by

αp = p ∪ idS .

αp is extended to edges as usual. The materialisation ofS relative top is defined by
S+p = 〈N+p, E+p,nd+p, in+p〉 with

N+p = NL ∪NS

E+p = α−1
p (ES) \ {(v, a, w) | v ∈ NL, ∃(v, a, w′) ∈ EL : w′ 6= w}

nd+p : v 7→

{

ndS(v) − |p−1(v)| if v ∈ NS
=1 otherwise

in+p : v 7→ inS(αp(v)) .
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Fig. 3.Materialisation of the shape in Fig. 1 w.r.t. the LHS of〈put〉

An example materialisation is shown in Fig. 3. The first thingto show is the relation
betweenL, S andS+p. (See also Fig. 4.)

Proposition 5. LetL ∈ DGraL andS ∈ ShaL, and letp:L→S be a pre-shaping.αp

gives rise to an abstraction morphism fromS+p to S, andidL gives rise to a concrete
pre-shaping ofL into S+p, such thatp = αp ◦ idL.

The materialisation satisfies the following characteristic property (see Fig. 4):
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Fig. 4.Visualisation of Propositions 5 and 6

Proposition 6. LetL,G ∈ DGraL andS ∈ ShaL. For an arbitrary injective mor-
phismm:L → G and a shapings:G→ S, let p = s ◦ m; then there is a shaping
t:G→ S+p with s = αp ◦ t andt ◦m = idL.

2.4 Petri nets

We introduce some definitions and notations for Petri nets [Rei85]. Given a setA we
will denote byA⊕ the class of multisets overA. Given a functionf : A → B, its
extension to multisets is denoted byf⊕ : A⊕ → B⊕.



Definition 9 (Petri net). LetA be a finite set of action labels. AnA-labelled Petri net
is a tupleN = (S, T, •(), ()•, p) whereS is a set of places,T is a set of transitions,
•(), ()• : T → S⊕ assign to each transition its pre-set and post-set respectively, and
p : T → A assigns an action label to each transition.
A Petri net is calledirredundantif there are no distinct transitions with the same label
and pre-set, i.e. if for anyt, t′ ∈ T

p(t) = p(t′) ∧ •t = •t′ ⇒ t = t′ (1)

A marked Petri net is a pair(N,mN ), whereN is a Petri net andmN ∈ S⊕ is the
initial marking.

The irredundancy condition is intended to avoid the presence of multiple events
that are indistinguishable with respect to the behaviour ofthe system. All Petri nets are
hereafter assumed to be irredundant.

Definition 10 (causality relation).Let N be a marked Petri net. Thecausality relation
<N overN is the least transitive relation such that, for anyt ∈ T , s ∈ S, we have (i)
s <N t if s ∈ •t and (ii) t <N s if s ∈ t•. In general, this relation can be cyclic.

2.5 Petri graphs

Petri graphs were introduced in [BCK01] as structures approximating the behaviour of
graph transformation systems. A Petri graph consists of a graph and a Petri net whose
places are the edges of the graph.

Definition 11 (Petri graph). LetR be a graph transformation system. A Petri graph
overR is a tupleP = (G,N, µ) where G is a graph,N = (EG, TN ,

•(), ()•, pN) is
anR-labelled Petri net with edges ofG as places.µ maps each transitiont ∈ TN , with
pN (t) = r, to a graph morphismµ(t) : Lr ∪Rr → G such that

•t = µ(t)⊕(ELr
) ∧ t• = µ(t)⊕(ERr

) (2)

A Petri graph for a grammar(R, GR) is a pair (P, ι) whereP = (G,N, µ) is a
Petri graph overR and ι : GR → G is a graph morphism. The multisetι⊕(EGR

) is
called theinitial markingof the Petri graph. A markingm ∈ E⊕

G is called reachable in
(P, ι) if it is reachable in the underlying Petri net.

Condition (2) allows to interpret transitions in a Petri graph as “occurences” or
applications of production rules inR. If for a transitiont ∈ TN , pN (t) = r andµ(t) :
Lr ∪Rr → G is the corresponding morphism, thenµ(t)|L : Lr → G must be a match
of r in G such that the image of the edges ofLr in G coincides with the pre-set oft.
The nodes and edges resulting from the application ofr must be inG, and in particular
the edges must coincide with the post-set oft.

A safe marking of a Petri graphP = (G,N, µ) represents the subgraph ofG con-
sisting of the marked edges inm, and of the nodes incident on these edges. In general,
a non-safe marking withk tokens on an edge will yield a graph withk corresponding
parallel edges.



Definition 12. LetP = (G,N, µ) be a Petri graph. Given a morphismϕ : G′ → G
injective on nodes, we say that the markingϕ⊕(EG′) generatesthe graphG′.

If a graphG is generated by a markingm, we will sometimes refer to the graph
G instead of the corresponding markingm. Every graphG can be considered as a
Petri graph[G] = (G,N, µ) overR, whereN is the Petri net withSN = EG and no
transitions. A graph grammar(R, GR) can be considered as a Petri graph(GR, ι) by
takingι : GR → GR as the identity morphism onGR.

Definition 13 (Petri graph morphism). A Petri graph morphismis a pairψ = (ϕ, τ) :
(G,N, µ)→ (G′, N ′, µ′) where

– ϕ : G→ G′ is a graph morphism,
– τ : TN → TN ′ is a mapping such that for everyt ∈ TN , •τ(t) = ϕ⊕(•t) and
τ(t)• = ϕ⊕(t•), andpN ′ ◦ τ = pN ,

– for everyt ∈ TN , µ′(τ(t)) = ϕ ◦ µ(t).

The category of Petri graphs and Petri graph morphisms is denotedPG.

2.6 Petri shapes

We extend the idea of Petri graphs, introduced in [BCK01] anddefined above toPetri
shapes, which combine a shape graph with a Petri net whose places arethe edges of the
shape graph.

Definition 14 (Petri shape).LetR be a graph transformation system. APetri shape
overR is a tupleP = (S,N, µ, σ) whereS is a shape graph,N = (ES , TN ,

•(), ()•, pN )
is anR-labelled Petri net with edges ofS as places.µ maps each transitiont ∈ TN ,
with pN (t) = r, to a concrete pre-shapingµ(t) : Lr ∪Rr → S such that

•t = µ(t)⊕(ELr
) ∧ t• = µ(t)⊕(ERr

) (3)

σ is an equivalence relation onES , the edges of the shape graph, and is used to record
which edges in a shape were materialized from the same edge inthe initial shape. This
information is requires for the folding transformation defined in Section 4.

The notion of Petri shape a morphism is defined analogously tothe case for Petri
graphs, except that the graph part of the morphism is replaced with the abstraction
morphism between shapes.

Definition 15 (Petri shape morphism).A Petri shape morphismis a pairψ = (ϕ, τ) :
(S,N, µ, σ)→ (S′, N ′, µ′, σ′) where

– ϕ : S → S′ is an abstraction morphism,
– τ : TN → TN ′ is a mapping such that for everyt ∈ TN , •τ(t) = ϕ⊕(•t) and
τ(t)• = ϕ⊕(t•), andpN ′ ◦ τ = pN ,

– for everyt ∈ TN , µ′(τ(t)) = ϕ ◦ µ(t),
– for everye, e′ ∈ ES , (e, e′) ∈ σ ⇒ (ϕ(e), ϕ(e′)) ∈ σ′.

The category of Petri shapes and Petri shape morphisms is denotedPS. It can be
shown that pushouts exist inPS and can be constructed by a gluing operation. Every
shapeS can be considered as a Petri shape[S] = (S,N, µ, σ) overR, whereN is the
Petri net withSN = ES , having no transitions, andσ = idES

.



3 The unfolding transformation

This section defines the unfolding of a graph grammar and how this transformation
is applied to the Petri shapes defined in the previous section. The unfolding process
generates a chain of finite prefixes, each of which can be considered as anunder-
approximationof the behaviour of the graph grammar. The chain of finite prefixes of the
unfolding is constructed beginning from the start graph, byperforming at each stage all
possible basic unfolding steps until a given causal depth isreached. A basic unfolding
step consists of the partial application of a rule at a match,in which no items in the left
hand side of the rule are deleted, but only the new graph itemsgenerated by the rule are
recorded.

Given a transitiont and a graph production ruler, letP (t, r) denote the Petri graph
(Lr ∪Rr, N, µ, σ) whereN = (ELr∪Rr

, {t}, •t = ELr
, t• = ERr

, pN(t) = r, µ(t) =
idLr∪Rr

, andσ is the identity relation onELr∪Rr
. We will denote by∅ a function with

the empty set as domain.

Definition 16 (unfolding transformation). LetP = (S,N, µ, σ) be a Petri shape over
a graph transformation systemR. Let r ∈ R be a rule and letϕ : Lr → S be a
concrete pre-shaping ofr in S. The unfolding ofP with rule r at matchϕ, denoted
unfold(P, r, ϕ) is the Petri shape obtained as the pushout of(ϕ, ∅) : [Lr] → P and
(idLr

, ∅) : [Lr]→ P (t, r).
If (P, ι) is a Petri shape over a graph grammar(R, GR) under the same conditions,
we defineunfold((P, ι), r, ϕ) = (P ′, ψ ◦ ι) where(ψ, τ) : P → P ′ is thePS morphism
generated by the pushout.

The unfolding transformation on Petri shapes requires the notion of causal depth of
the items in the Petri shape. We begin by defining the depth items in a Petri net. The idea
is to assign a depth to a place or transition in a Petri net depending on the longest chain
of items related by the causality relation. Since in generalthere may be cycles in the
causality relation, it is convenient to define several depthfunctions, each one accurate
upto a fixed levelk. Depths are assigned from the monoidMk = ({0, . . . , k},+), where
+ is defined as ordinary addition whenever form,n ∈Mk,m+n ≤ k, andm+n = k
otherwise.

Definition 17 (depth in a Petri net).LetN be a Petri net. Let the functionD : (SN ∪
TN →Mk)→ (SN ∪ TN →Mk) be defined as follows:

D(d)(x) = max{d(s)|s ∈ SN ∧ s <N x} + 1

Then the functiondepthk : SN ∪ TN → Mk, assigning a depth to each item in the
Petri net is the least fixed point ofD.

The functiondepthk assigns to each item in a Petri net its causal depth, which is
the lengthl of the maximal causal chain of items leading from the initialmarking to
that item, whenl ≤ k. If l > k then the causal depth is truncated to bek itself. Note
that items in cycles of causality will always have the maximal depthk, for anydepthk.
This definition of depth is extended to Petri shapes in the obvious way. The depth of an



edge (i.e., a place in the Petri net component of the Petri shape) is given directly by the
depthk function. The depth of a node is defined as as the maximal depthof transitions
corresponding to rule applications which generate the node.

Definition 18 (depth in a Petri shape).Let(P, ι) be a Petri shape withP = (S,N, µ).
The functiondepthk defined in Definition 17 is extended to nodes of the shape graph
componentS, by defining for eachn ∈ NS

depthk(n) = max{depthk(t)|pN (t) = r ∧ n ∈ µ(t)(NRr
\NLr

)} (4)

Having defined the notion of causal depth of items in a Petri shape, we are now in a
position to present the algorithm for generating the prefixes of the unfolding of a graph
grammar upto a given causal depthk. The unfolding of a graph grammar, as presented
in [BK02], produces a sequence of Petri graphs that approximate the behaviour of the
graph grammar, and terminates with a single Petri shape for any given depthk. How-
ever, due to that fact that shape graphs need to be normalizedafter being transformed by
the application of a rule, and the fact that in general normalization results in multiple re-
sulting shapes, the algorithm fork-truncation results in a set of Petri shapes. The shape
graph normalization operation,norm defined in appendix B is modified to deal with
Petri shapes, so that cycles are not created in the causalityrelation of the underlying
Petri net. This operation is defined as follows:

norm : (S,N, µ, σ) 7→ {(T,N, µ, σ)|T ∈ DShaL, T ⊳ S, T consistent} .

where the propertyT ⊳ S is defined as the conjunction of the following conditions:

NT ⊆ {(v, f) | v ∈ NS , f ∈ inS(v)/M}
ET ⊆ {((v, f), a, (w, g)) | (v, a, w) ∈ ES , g(a) 6= =0}
ndT ∈ {h:NT →M

>0 | ∀v ∈ NS : ndS(v) ⊆
∑

(v,f)∈NT
h((v, f))}

inT = {((v, f), f) | (v, f) ∈ NT }

Definition 19 (k-truncation). Let k ∈ N and letG = (R, GR) be a graph grammar.
The algorithm generates a set of Petri shapesPS as follows.

1. InitializePS = {([GR], idGR
)}.

2. Repeat the following unfolding step until no further progress is possible:
Unfolding step : Nondeterministically pick a Petri shape(Pi, ιi) withPi = (Si, Ni, µi, σi)

fromPS. Find a ruler inR and a pre-shapingp : Lr → Si. Compute the ma-
terializationS+p

i ofSi relative top. Updateσi so that each new edge inS+p
i is

related to the edge inSi it was materialized from. There now exists an injective
match ofϕ : Lr → S+p

i which, as described in Section 2.3 isidLr
. ϕ should

satisfy the following conditions:
– p⊕(ELr

) is a coverable marking inPi,
– there is no transitiont ∈ TNi

such that•t = ϕ⊕(ELr
) andpNi

(t) = r,
– all x ∈ ϕ(Lr) should satisfydepthk(x) 6= k.

Then set(Pi+1, ιi+1) = unfold((Pi, ιi), r, ϕ), and replace(Pi, ιi) in PS with
norm((Pi+1, ιi+1)), the result of normalizing the unfolding.



3. The resulting set of Petri shapes is called thek-truncation of the unfolding ofG and
is denotedT k(G).

It can be shown that the above algorithm is terminating and confluent, and thus that
T k(G) is well-defined. Thek-truncation of the unfolding of a graph grammarG is an
approximation of the behaviour of the graph grammar, and more specifically it is an
under-approximation in the sense that it only partially represents the behaviour. It can
be shown that any reachable marking of a Petri shape inT k(G) generates a shape that
is isomorphicto a reachable shape in the original graph grammar.

By repeating the above algorithm for increasing values ofk, we obtain a sequence
of k-truncations, and given anyT k(G) the next element in the series,T k+1(G) can
obtained from the previous one by only unfolding items at depth k. This defines a
unique embeddingλk : T k(G) → T k+1(G) for anyk ∈ N. The full unfolding of a
graph grammar can then be defined as the colimit of its finite truncations.

Definition 20 (full unfolding). The full unfoldingU(G) of a graph grammarG is the
colimit of its finitek-truncations.

The next proposition describes the relation between reachable markings of the un-
folding of a graph grammar, and the shapes reachable from theoriginal graph grammar.

Proposition 7. LetG = (R, GR) be a graph grammar, and letU(G) be its full unfold-
ing. For every shapeS we haveGR ⇒∗

R S iff there exists Petri shape(U,N, µ) ∈ U(G)
and there exists an injective morphismϕS : S → U and the markingϕ⊕

S (ES) is reach-

able inN . Furthermore, ifS ⇒R S′ thenϕ⊕
S (ES)

t
→ ϕ⊕

S′(ES′) for some transitiont

in U(G). Also, ifϕ⊕
S (ES)

t
→ m for some markingm, then there exists a shapeS′ such

thatS ⇒R S′ andm = ϕ⊕
S′(ES′ ).

4 The folding transformation

This section describes the folding transformation on Petrishapes, and how it is used
generate an over-approximation of the behaviour of a graph grammarG. Using the
terminology of [BK02], this approximation, which consistsof a finite set of finite Petri
shapes, is called thek-coveringof the graph grammar, and is denotedCk(G). The full
unfolding of a graph grammar is usually infinite, even for finite state graph grammars,
and is hence not useful in analyzing the properties of the system. In order to obtain
a finite approximation of the behaviour of a graph grammar, anapproximating step
calledfolding is performed, in addition to the unfolding step described inthe previous
section. The folding step consists of merging two matches ofthe same rule, when one
of the matches corresponds to a previous application of the rule, and the other match
is causally dependent on the first match. The intuition behind such a merging is that
the occurrence of a second match of the same rule exhibits a cyclic behaviour, and by
applying the folding step, we avoid unfolding the corresponding infinite path. While the
folding operation generates a finite approximation, it causes a loss of precision in the
sense that it represents more behaviours than the original graph grammar exhibits. It
will be shown that every reachable shape in the original graph grammarG corresponds



to a reachable marking in a Petri shape that occurs in thek-coveringCk(G), but not vice
versa.

The folding step is not used on its own, but is combined with judicious applications
of the unfolding step, in order that the generatedk-covering is precise to the specified
causal depthk. This is achieved by initially preforming only unfolding steps, until the
given causal depthk is reached, and only applying folding steps after this amount of
unfolding has been performed. The resulting over-approximationCk(G) is precise up
to causal depthk, in the sense that any shape reachable inG in less thank steps will
have a reachableisomorphicimage inCk(G). Shapes which are reachable in a larger
number of steps will in general be mapped homomorphically toa reachable marking of
a Petri shape inCk(G). Thus by specifying an appropriate value fork, we can obtain
approximations that are precise to an arbitrary degree.

4.1 Computingk-coverings

We first define the folding transformation which is used in thealgorithm to compute
k-coverings.

Definition 21 (folding transformation). LetP = (S,N, µ, σ) be a Petri shape over a
graph transformation systemR. Letr ∈ R be a rule and letϕ′, ϕ : Lr → S be matches
of r in S. Thefolding of P at the matchesϕ′, ϕ, denotedfold(P, r, ϕ′, ϕ) = P ′ is the
Petri shapeP ′ obtained as the coequalizer of(ϕ, φ), (ϕ′, φ) : [Lr] → P in category
PS.
If (P, ι) is a Petri shape for a graph grammar(R, GR), under the same conditions, we
definefold((P, ι), r, ϕ′, ϕ) = (P ′, ψ ◦ ι) where(ψ, τ) : P → P ′ is thePS morphism
generated by the coequalizer.

The algorithm to compute thek-coveringCk(G) generates a sequence of sets of
Petri shapes, starting from the singleton set containing the start graph ofG. The al-
gorithm proceeds by picking a Petri shape from the current set of Petri shapes, and
non-deterministically applying either a folding transformation or an unfolding transfor-
mation. The algorithm terminates when neither of these transformations can be applied
to any Petri shape in the set. Folding transformations will only be applied at causal
depthk or greater, and will in general create cycles in the Petri netcomponent of the
Petri shape.

Definition 22 (k-covering).LetG = (R, GR) be a graph grammar and letk ∈ N. The
algorithm generates a sequence of sets of Petri shapesPSi, i ∈ N as follows:

1. InitializePS0 = {([GR], idGR
)}.

2. Non-deterministically pick a Petri shape(Pi, ιi) with Pi = (Si, Ni, µi, σi) from
PSi and perform one of the following operations until neither can be performed on
any Petri shape inPSi:
Folding: Find a ruler in R and a pre-shapingp : Lr → Si. Compute the mate-

rialization S+p
i of Si relative top. Updateσi so that each new edge inS+p

i is
related to the edge inSi it was materialized from. There now exists an injective
match ofϕ : Lr → S+p

i which, as described in Section 2.3 isidLr
. Also find

another matchϕ′ : Lr → S+p
i such that the following conditions are satisfied:



– p⊕(ELr
) is a coverable marking inPi,

– there exists a transitiont ∈ TNi
such that

pNi
(t) = r ∧ •t = ϕ′⊕(ELr

) ∧ ∀e ∈ ϕ⊕(ELr
) : (e ∈ •t ∨ t <Ni

e) (5)

– every edge or nodex ∈ ELr
∪ VLr

satisfies

ϕ(x) = ϕ′(x)∨depthk(ϕ(x)) = depthk(ϕ′(x)) = k∨(ϕ(x), ϕ′(x)) ∈ σi

(6)
Then set(Pi+1, ιi+1) = fold((Pi, ιi), r, ϕ

′, ϕ). SetPSi+1 to the result of re-
placing(Pi, ιi) with (Pi+1, ιi+1) in PSi.

Unfolding: Find a rule r in R and a pre-shapingp : Lr → Si. Compute the
materializationS+p

i of Si relative top. Updateσi so that each new edge in
S+p

i is related to the edge inSi it was materialized from. There now exists an
injective match ofϕ : Lr → S+p

i which, as described in Section 2.3 isidLr
.

The matchϕ should satsify the following conditions:
– p⊕(ELr

) is a coverable marking inPi,
– there is no transitiont ∈ TNi

such that•t = ϕ⊕(ELr
) andpNi

(t) = r,
– there is no other matchϕ′ : Lr → S+p

i satisfying the folding condition.
Then set(Pi+1, ιi+1) = unfold((Pi, ιi), r, ϕ). SetPSi+1 to the result of re-
placing(Pi, ιi) with norm((Pi+1, ιi+1)) in PSi.

If no more folding or unfolding steps can be performed the algorithm terminates and
the resulting set of Petri shapesPSi is called thek-covering of the unfolding ofG and
is denotedCk(G).

Equation (5) states that two matches of the same rule can be folded if the first match
has already been unfolded, producing a transitiont, and the second match depends on
the first one. The intuition behind this condition is that when a rule has already been
applied by an unfolding, the same rule should not be unfoldedagain as this might lead
to an infinite number of unfoldings, resulting in an infinitek-covering. Also foldings
are only applied at a depthk which means that the prefix of the unfolding of depth less
thank are not merged and hence not approximated.

4.2 Correctness

It will be shown that the computed set of Petri shapesCk(G) is an over-approximation
of the behaviour the the graph grammar, which is precise up tocausal depthk. More
precisely, we can prove that for any shape reachable inG, there is a morphism into a
Petri shape in thek-coveringCk(G) such that the image of its edge set corresponds to
a reachable marking. Furthermore, if a graph is reachable inG in less thank derivation
steps, then it will be mapped isomorphically to a Petri shapein Ck(G).

Proposition 8 (Correctness).LetG = (R, GR) be a graph grammar and assume that
the algorithm computing thek-covering terminates producing the set of Petri shapes
Ck(G). Then for every shapeS:
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Fig. 5. Initial shape and graph transformation rule for list reversal example

1. if GR ⇒∗
R S then there exists a Petri shape((U,N, µ, σ), ι) ∈ Ck(G) and a

morphismϕS : S → U and the markingϕ⊕
G(ES) is reachable inN . Furthermore,

if S ⇒R S′ thenϕ⊕
G(ES)

t
→ ϕ⊕

S′(ES′) for some transitiont in Ck(G).
2. ifGR ⇒∗

R S with a derivation of length less thank, then there exists a Petri shape
((U,N, µ, σ), ι) ∈ Ck(G) and an injective morphismϕG : S → U such that the
markingϕ⊕

G(ES) is reachable inN andmax{depthk(x)|x ∈ S} < k, and vice

versa. Furthermore ifϕ⊕
G(ES)

t
→ m for some transitiont, then there exists a shape

S′ such thatS ⇒R S′ andm = ϕ⊕
S′(ES′).

While it is not obvious that the algorithm computing thek-covering always termi-
nates, it has been shown in [BK02] that it is not possible to perform infinitely many
unfolding steps without having the folding condition satisfied at some stage. This result
implies termination of the algorithm.

Proposition 9 (termination). The algorithm for computing thek-covering terminates
for every graph grammarG and everyk ∈ N.

We can show that the rewriting relation on Petri shapes, induced by the folding and
unfolding transformations is locally confluent. This implies that the algorithm produces
a unique result, independent of the order in which the folding and unfolding transforma-
tions are performed. By the Diamond Lemma [DJ90], local confluence and termination
of a rewriting system implies confluence.

Proposition 10 (confluence).The algorithm for computing thek-covering terminates
with a resultCk(G), unique up to isomorphism, for every graph grammarG and every
k ∈ N.

5 Example

In this section we present an example inspired by an often used case in shape analysis
literature, namely that of linked list reversal. The variable a, represented by alist
node labelled with the same name, points to a linked list ofCell nodes via ahead
edge, labelledh in Fig. 5. The linked list itself consists of multipleCell nodes labelled
C, in which each node points to the next node via anext edge labelledn in the figure.
The lastCell node in the list points to a uniquenil node labelledN in the figure.
The left part of Fig. 5 shows the initial shape of the list, which consists of at least three
Cell nodes.
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Fig. 6. Applying one unfolding step to the initial shape graph. The top left showsP (t1, swap),
the top right shows the materialization of the initial shapew.r.t. swap. The bottom shows the
unfolded Petri shape.

while (a.head != nil ) do
Cell tmp := b.head;
b.head := a.head;
a.head := a.head.next;
b.head.next := tmp;

od

The graph transformation rule on the right hand side of
the figure corresponds to the effect of the following code
snippet which performs the reversal of the list pointed to be
a, such that at the end of its execution the variableb points
to the reversed list. Fig. 6 shows one step of the unfolding
transformation applied to the start shape in Fig. 5. The top
left Petri graph in the figure representsP (t1, swap), while

the shape in the top right shows the result of materializing the initial shape with respect
to the pre-shaping of the left hand side of the ruleswap. The bottom of the figure shows
the Petri shape resulting from unfolding the injective match of the ruleswap into the
materialization.

Fig. 7 shows one of the resulting Petri shapes obtained afterapplying two unfolding
steps to the inital Petri shape. There are two transitions,t1 andt2, each representing the
effect of applying the productionswap once. The Petri shape that is generated after both
transitions fire represents one of the shapes that are obtainable from the initial shape in
two steps.
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Fig. 8 shows one of the resulting Petri shapes obtained afterapplying two unfolding
steps and one folding step to the inital Petri shape. Note that the folding step has resulted
in the Petri net component of the Petri shape having cycles.

6 Conclusion

This paper presents a method of combining two powerful abstraction techniques to con-
struct approximations of the behaviour of systems whose states can be represented as
graphs, in particular object oriented systems. The combination of these two techniques
provides us with the advantages of both, namely that systemswith infinite state spaces
and those that exhibit concurrency can be studied, and theirproperties can be analyzed.
Since every graph reachable in the original system can be mapped to thek-covering
by a graph morphism, all properties which are reflected by graph morphisms can be
checked on the approximation. Identifying useful classes of properties that may be so
checked and techniques for checking them is the subject of ongoing work. Another ad-
vantage of the unfolding technique is that its degree of precision is parameterised. If a
property cannot be verified on thek-covering for a particular value ofk, it is possible
that increasing the valuek can result in a successful verification.
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A Transformation of shapes

In this section we prove the correctness of the abstraction we have defined, in the sense
that a transformation of a shape with respect to a singular pre-shaping simulates a trans-
formation of the underlying instance graphs and vice-versa(see Figure 9).

First we extend the transformation definition from graphs toshapes.

Definition 23 (shape transformation).LetP = (L,R) ∈ ProdL andS ∈ ShaL be
disjoint. Anabstract matchingfor P in S is a concrete pre-shapingc:L→ S such that
c:L→ GS is a (concrete) matching forP in the graph part ofS. If c is an abstract
matching forP in S, then the transformation ofS according toP ands is defined by
T ∈ ShaL such that

NT = (NS\c(N
del)) ∪Nnew

ET = (ES\c(E
del)) ∪ Enew

ndT (v) =

{

ndS(v) if v ∈ NS
=1 otherwise

inT (v)(a) =







inS(v)(a) − |{w | (w, a, v) ∈ c(Edel)}|
+ =|{w | (w, a, v) ∈ Enew}| if v ∈ NS

=|{w | (w, a, v) ∈ Enew}| otherwise

We writeS −P,c
−→ T to denote thatc is an abstract matching forP in S andT is the

resulting transformed shape.
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Fig. 9. Concrete and abstract transition.

The following are two important theorems, providing the connection between ab-
stract and concrete transitions.



Theorem 1. Let P = (L,R) ∈ ProdL andS ∈ ShaL, and assumeS −P,c
−→ T . For

any shapings:G→ S, there exists a matchingm for P in G such thatc = s ◦m, and
for G −P,m

−−→ H there is a shapingt:H → T .

Theorem 2. LetP = (L,R) ∈ ProdL andG ∈ DGraL, and assumeG −P,m−−→ H .
For any shapings:G→S such thatc = s◦m is concrete, andS −P,c

−→ T with a shaping
t:H → T .

B Normalisation of shapes

Sect. 2.3 and Sect. A have presented materialisation and transformation as two essential
ingredients of abstract graph transformations. However, there is a third ingredient still
missing for an effective technique: namely, we need to identify a canonical abstraction
level, on which there exist only a finite number of shapes and to which the target graph
of each transformation will be re-normalised. Failing this, due to materialisation the
graphs under transformation will become ever larger and more concrete, so that the
state space is still infinite and the advantages of abstraction are lost.

For this canonical abstraction level, we will rely on the ideas developed in [Ren04a,
Ren04b]. First of all, we select a collection ofbase multiplicitiesM = {=0,=1,>1}
(chosen in such a way that every finite set has exactly one basemultiplicity). M

>0 =
M \ {=0} denotes the set ofpositivebase multiplicities. Next, we define the following
notion of similarity∼S ⊆ NS ×NS over nodes of a shapeS:

v1 ∼S v2 ⇔ inS(v1) = inS(v2) ∧ lab(src−1
S (v1)) = lab(src−1

S (v2)) . (7)

Hence, two nodes are similar if they have the same incoming edge multiplicities and
outgoing edge labels.

Definition 24 (canonical shape).A shapeS ∈ ShaL is calledcanonicalif

1. S is deterministic;
2. for all v ∈ N , nd(v) ∈M

>0;
3. for all (v, a, w) ∈ E, in(v)(a) ∈M

>0;
4. for all v, w ∈ N , v ∼S w impliesv = w.

In words, a shape is canonical if it is deterministic, specifies positive base multiplicities
for all nodes and edges (Clauses 2 and 3) and contains no non-trivially similar nodes
(Clause 4).2 The class of canonical shapes is denotedCShaL. An important fact from
[Ren04a] is thatCShaL is finite for every finite setL.

We use the termcanonicalbecause, as we have shown in [Ren04b], there is an
automatic way to obtain themost concretecanonical shapecan(G) of a given deter-
ministic graphG. For an arbitrary shapeS, on the other hand, there is typically not a
singlecanonical shape that “covers”S in the sense of being more abstract (see Def. 7).

2 In [Ren04b] we required canonical shapes to be “fully satisfiable”, meaning that there should
exist a surjective shaping into them. The requirement of determinism is easier to maintain,
but weaker than full satisfiability. As a consequence, in contrast to [Ren04b] it is not true that
every graph has a unique canonical shaping.



Instead, we define a functionnorm such thatnorm(S) is a set of canonical shapes,
which is optimal in a sense (shown below).

To normalise multiplicities, we take all (non-empty) intersections of the multiplici-
ties occurring inS with M. This is defined as follows (whereµ ∈M andf : X→M):

µ/M = {µ′ ∈M | ∃i : i ∈ µ ∧ i ∈ µ′}

f/M = {g:X→M | ∀x ∈ X : g(x) ∈ f(x)/M} .

The functionnorm : ShaL→ 2
CShaL is then defined as follows:

norm : S 7→ {part(T ) | T ∈ DShaL, T ⊳ S, T consistent} .

where the propertyT ⊳ S is defined as the conjunction of the following conditions:

NT ⊆ {(v, f) | v ∈ NS , f ∈ inS(v)/M}
ET ⊆ {((v, f), a, (w, g)) | (v, a, w) ∈ ES , g(a) 6= =0}
ndT ∈ {h:NT →M

>0 | ∀v ∈ NS : ndS(v) ⊆
∑

(v,f)∈NT
h((v, f))}

inT = {((v, f), f) | (v, f) ∈ NT }

andpart(S) = T is defined by:

NT = NS/∼S

ET = {([v]∼S
, a, [w]∼S

) | (v, a, w) ∈ ES}

ndT = {([v]∼S
, (

∑

v∼Sw ndS(w))/M) | v ∈ NS}

inT = {([v]∼S
, inS(v)) | v ∈ NS}

T ⊳ S means thatT is essentially obtained fromS by assigning normalised incoming
edge multiplicities and positive normalised node multiplicities to the nodes ofS. This
may result inS-nodes disappearing (if they otherwise would have multiplicity =0) or
being split (if there is a choice of incoming edge multiplicities). The conditions onT
ensure that it satisfies Clauses 2 and 3 of Def. 24.part(S), on the other hand, combines
∼S-similar nodes, and so ensures Clause 4 of the definition provided thatS already
satisfies Clauses 1–3.

An example can be found in Fig. 10, which shows the normalisation of the shape ob-
tained by transformingS using the materialisation in Fig. 3. This normalisation contains
four shapes, two of which (on the right hand side) contain a sub-structure consisting of
one or moren-linked C-nodes disconnected from the rest of the buffer. Such a struc-
ture does not model any graph occurring on the concrete level; it is an example of the
ambiguity introduced by abstraction.

The canonical shape of an arbitrary deterministic graph is defined through a map-
pingcan :DGraL→CShaL, defined by

can : G 7→ part(Sinst

G ) (8)

whereSinst

G = (NG, EG,nd , in) is the “instance shape” ofG, defined such thatnd

assigns=1 to all nodesv ∈ N andin(v)(a) = µ is the unique multiplicity inM such
that(tgt−1

G (v)∩ lab−1
G (a)) : µ. For instance, the shape in Fig. 1 is the image undercan

of the graph in the same figure. The following results are recalled from [Ren04b].
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Fig. 10.Normalisation of the shapeT with S+p
−
〈put〉,idL−−−−−→ T (with S andp as in Fig. 3)

Theorem 3. For arbitrary G ∈ DGraL, can(G) ∈ CShaL and∃s:G→ can(G).

Theorem 4. For arbitrary S ∈ ShaL, norm(S) = {can(G) | ∃s:G→ S}.

C Proof of termination

The basic result towards the proof of termination shows thatit is not possible to per-
form infinitely many unfolding steps, without having the folding condition satisfied at
some point. This property is independent of the graph structure and can be proved by
considering only the causality structure of a Petri shape, as represented by the under-
lying Petri net. We will show that in any infinite Petri net, satisfying acyclicity and
well-foundedness requirements, there exists a pair of transitionst, t′ (called a folding
pair) such that the pre-set oft′ is dependent ont in the sense of condition 5 in definition
22. We first define the notion of folding pair.

Definition 25. LetN = (S, T, •(), ()•, p) be a Petri net. Afolding pair in N is a pair
of transitionst, t′ ∈ T such thatt 6= t′, p(t) = p(t′) and for alls ∈ •t′ eithers ∈ •t or
t <N s.

Given a Petri net, we define an operation which removes from ita subnet and all its
consequences, as follows.

Definition 26. LetN = (S, T, •(), ()•, p) be a Petri net, and letQ ⊆ T . We define

N −Q = (S′ = S − {s|∃t ∈ Q : t <N s},

T ′ = T − {t′|∃t ∈ Q : (t <N t′ ∨ t = t′)}, •()|T ′ , ()•|T ′ , p|T ′),

i.e., all elements ofQ and their consequences are removed fromN .



As a first step we prove that in any acyclic net which contains infinitely many tran-
sitions with the same action label, either two of these transitions form a folding pair, or
was can remove almost all of them.

Lemma 1. LetN = (S, T, •(), ()•, p) be an infinite irredundant Petri net labelled over
a finite setA, and satsifying the following conditions:

– for anyx ∈ S ∪ T the set⌊x⌋ (the causes ofx) is finite;
– the setMin(N) = {s|⌊s⌋ = ∅} is finite, i.e., only finitely many places have an

empty set of causes;
– the relation<N is acyclic;
– the pre-set•t of each transition is a set (rather than a proper multiset);
– for t, t′ ∈ T with p(t) = p(t′) it holds that|•t| = |•t′|.

LetQ ⊆ T be a set of transition s with the same action labela, i.e.,∀t ∈ Q : p(t) =
a. Then either there is a folding pair inQ or we can remove almost all elements ofQ
fromN in a way that the resulting net remains infinite, i.e., there exists a setQ′ ⊆ Q
such thatQ−Q′ is finite andN −Q′ is infinite.

Proof. If Q is empty, the lemma is trivially true, otherwise letm be the cardinality
of the pre-sets of all elements ofQ. The proof proceeds by downward induction on
n = | ∩t∈Q J•tK|.

– Letn = m wherem is the upper bound forn. In this case•t = •t′ for all t, t′ ∈ Q,
since furthermorep(t) = p(t′) it follows from the fact thatN is irredundant thatQ
contains at most one lement, it is therefore finite and we can setQ′ = ∅.

– We assume that the lemma holds for all setsQ′ which satisfy| ∩t∈Q′ J•tK| > n and
we assume that| ∩t∈Q′ J•tK| = n.
Now letM be the set of minimal elements ofQ with respect to<N . We distinguish
the following cases:
• Q contains a folding pair. Then we are done.
• M is infinite. In this case we consider the setS′ = ∪t∈M J•tK. By contradiction

we can show thatS′ is infinite: if S′ is finite, then we can derive from the
irredundancy and from the fact that we have finitely many rewrite rules that
the elements ofS′ can be the direct causes of only finitely many transitions.
But this is a contradiction sinceM is infinite. Since the elements ofM are
minimal the setS′ is still contained in the places ofN −M = N − Q and
since the presence of inifinitely many places implies the presence of infinitely
many transitions (following from the fact that originally we have only finitely
many places), we can infer thatN − Q is still infinite and in this case we set
Q′ = Q.
• M is finite andQ does not contain a folding pair. We show by induction on
|M | that there is aQ′ ⊆ Q such thatQ−Q′ is finite thatN −Q′ is infinite.
∗ Let |M | = 0. In this caseQ itself is empty and it suffices to setQ′ = ∅.
∗ We assume that the statement holds for allM with |M | ≤ k and we now

have|M | = k + 1.
We choose onet ∈ M and since there is no folding pair, then for every



t′ ∈ Q−{t} there must be a placest′ ∈
•t′ such thatt 6< st′ andst′ 6∈

•t.
Otherwise we would have found a folding pair. Since for everyt′ ∈ Q−{t}
it holds thatst′ 6∈ •t, specifically we have thatst′ 6∈ ∩t∈QJ•tK. We now
consider the following two cases:
· the set{st′ |t′ ∈ Q − {t}} is finite, i.e., it has the form{s1, . . . , sl}.

We can now defineQi = {t ∈ Q|si ∈ •t} and it holds thatQ =
{t} ∪Q1 ∪ . . . ∪Ql.
For every one of theQi it holds that|∩t∈Qi

J•tK| ≥ n+1 and can apply
the outer induction hypothesis which implies that we can – one after
the other–remover almost all of the elements of the setsQ1, . . . , Ql

fromN and obtain a still infinite Petri net. That is there is a setQ′ ⊆
Q−{t} such thatQ−Q′ is finite andN −Q′ is infinite. Note that by
removingQi, we might also remove some elements ofQj with j > i.
Formally this can be shown by induction onl.
· the set{st′ |t′ ∈ Q−{t}} is infinite, but since it is not contained in the

consequences oft, the Petri netN ′ = N − {t} still contains infinitely
many places and therefore infinitely many transitions. Furthermoe the
set of minimal elements ofP = Q ∩ TN ′ is M − {t} which has
cardinalityk and thus the inner induction hypothesis is applicable. It
implies that there is a setP ′ ⊆ P such thatP−P ′ is finite andN ′−P ′

is infinite.
We now setQ′ = P ′ ∪ {t} ∪ {t′ ∈ Q|t <N t′} and it follows that
Q′ ⊆ Q, furthermoreQ − Q′ = (Q ∩ SN ′) − P ′ = P − P ′ and is
therefore finite. And it holds thatN −Q′ = N ′−P ′ which is infinite.

⊓⊔

Using lemma 1 we can show that there cannot be an infinite net without a folding
pair.

Lemma 2. if N = (S, T, •(), ()•, p) is an infinite irredundant Petri net satisfying the
conditions of lemma 1, then it contains a folding pair.

Proof. Let A′ = {a ∈ A|∃ωt : p(t) = a}, i.e., the set of all action labels that occur
infinitely often in the net. SinceA is finite, it follows immediately thatA′ is also finite.
We proceed by induction of|A′|.

– If |A′| = 0, theN is finite and the lemma is trivially true.
– We assume that the lemma holds for the case wherek rewrite rules occur infinitely

often and we assume that|A′| = k + 1. Choose onea ∈ A′ and regard the set
Q = {t ∈ T |p(t) = a}. Then according to lemma 1 it either holds thatQ contains
an folding pair and we are done, or we can remove almost all theelements ofQ
and retain an infinite netN ′. Since inN ′ only k rewrite rules occur infinitely often,
butN ′ is still infinite, it follows from the induction hypothesis thatN ′ contains a
folding pair, which is also a folding pair ofN .

⊓⊔

Lemma 2 only ensures that in thek-covering algorithm a folding step will eventually
be performed. The termination of the algorithm is proved in the following lemma.



Lemma 3. The algorithm computing the approximated unfolding (definition 22) termi-
nates for every graph grammar(R, GR).

Proof. In parallel to the computation of the approximated unfolding, we construct a
secondacyclicPetri netN ′ as follows. For every unfolding step we add toN ′ a new
transition, corresponding to the transition added to the approximated unfolding. The net
N ′ is left unchanged in a folding step. The construction is donein order to ensure the
existence of a surjective new morphism fromN ′ to its “folded” counterpart, i.e., the net
Ni underlying the Petri shape constructed by the algorithm.

Suppose by contradiction that the algorithm does not terminate. Hence the netN ′

gets infinitely large and therefore, by lemma 2, it contains afolding pair ū,̄t. The im-
age of such a folding pair trough the net morphism fromN ′ to the net underlying the
approximated unfoldingU(G, GG), provides a folding pairu, t also inU(G, GG). But
then we can show that the second transitiont in the pair could never have been added
to the Petri shape since this would have been a violation of the third condition of the
unfolding step in definition 22.

Assume we a given a start shapeG0 = GR and a set of rewrite rulesR as the input
to the algorithm. This results in a sequence of sets of Petri shapesPSi. The aim is to
show that this sequence will eventually terminate. During the course of its execution,
the algorithm can be thought of as constructing a tree, with the start shape as its root,
and at each step generating new nodes representing the Petrishapes that result from
applying either a folding step or an unfolding step. Each step can thus be considered
as processing one of the Petri shapes corresponding to a leafnode of the tree, in the
process generating one or more child nodes with the Petri shapes obtained as a result
of the processing step. In this view, the set of Petri shapesPSi at any stage of the
algorithm is the union of all the Petri shapes at the leaf nodes of the tree. In the following
we will consider one sequence of Petri shapes correspondingto a path in this tree,
starting from the root node. Let the resulting sequence of Petri shapes be denotedP0 =
(S0, N0, µ0, σ0), P1 = (S1, N1, µ1, σ1), . . . . We will show that this sequence of Petri
shapes will eventually terminate.

– In parallel to the unfolding/folding of the shape we construct a sequence of tuples
(N ′

0, β0), (N
′
1, β1), . . ., where theN ′

i are irredundant Petri nets satisfying the con-
ditions of Lemma 1 and theβi : N ′

i → Ni are net morphisms. The sequence is
constructed in the following way:
start tuple: we setN ′

0 = N0 andβ0 : N ′
0 → N0 is the identity.

unfolding step: we assume thatPi+1 was obtained by an unfolding step, i.e., a
transitiont′ was added toNi with pNi+1

(t′) = (L,R, α) and there is aPS

morphism(ϕi+1, τi+1) : Pi → Pi+1. We setϕL = µi+1(t
′)|L andϕR =

µi+1(t
′)|R. We assume thatEL = {e1, . . . , ek} andER = {e′1, . . . , e

′
l}. For

every edgeej of the left-hand side we choose ansj ∈ β
−1
i (ϕL(ej)). (Since we

will later show that theβi are surjective, such ansj always exists.) Futhermore
let t be a new transition and lets′1, . . . , s

′
l be new places. We constructN ′

i+1 as
follows:

N ′
i+1 = (SN ′

i
∪ {s′1, . . . , s

′
l}, TN ′

i
∪ {t},



•() ∪ {t 7→ {s1, . . . , sk}}, ()
• ∪ {t 7→ {s′1, . . . , s

′
l}},

pN ′

i
∪ {t 7→ r}).

And βi+1 is set to

βi+ 1 = (((ϕi+1)E , τi+1) ◦βi)∪{s
′
j 7→ ϕR(e′j)|1 ≤ j ≤ l}∪{t 7→ t′} (9)

wheret′ is the new transition inNi+1.
folding step: we assume thatPi+1 was obtained by a folding step and there is aPS

morphism(ϕi+1, τi+1) : Pi → Pi+1. In this case we setN ′
i+1 = N ′

i , βi+1 =
((ϕi+1)E , τi+1) ◦ βi.

Note that the described procedure is non-deterministic since we have several pos-
sibilities to choose thesj in the unfolding step. Furthermore the construction is
defined in such a way that the places and transitions of every netN ′

i are contained
in the places and transition osN ′

i+1.
– By induction oni we can show that the following invariants hold:

• every occurrence netNi satisfies the conditions of lemma 1.
• the mappingsβi are surjective.
• theβi are net morphisms, i.e., for evey transitiont ∈ TN ′

i
it holds that•(βi(t)) =

β⊕
i (•t) and(βi(t))

• = β⊕
i (t•). And furthermorepN ′

i
= pNi

◦βi. (By definition
of< this implies thatx <N ′

i
y for x, y ∈ SN ′

i
∪TN ′

i
impliesβi(x) <Ni

βi(y).)

The first two conditions and the fact that theβi preserve action labels are straight-
forward to check, we only prove that theβi preserve pre-sets and post-sets: since
N ′

0 does not contain any transitions, it is obvious that the invariant holds forN ′
0 and

β0. We have to show that it is also preserved by folding and unfolding steps:

unfolding step: now lett ∈ TN ′

i+1
. We distinguish the following two cases:

• t ∈ TN ′

i
, which means thatβi(t) ∈ TNi

. Therefore the induction hypoth-
esis implies that•(βi(t)) = β⊕

i (t) and(βi(t))
• = β⊕

i (t•). It holds that
βi+ 1(t) = τi+1(βi(t)), which implies that•(βi+1(t)) = •(τi+1(βi(t))) =
ϕ⊕

i+1(
•βi(t)) = ϕ⊕

i+1(β
⊕
i (•t)) = β⊕

i+1(t). In the same way we can show
that(βi+1(t))

• = β⊕
i+1(t

•).
• t = t and the transition was added by the last construction step. In this case

•(βi+1(t)) = ϕ⊕
L ({e1, . . . , ek}) = β⊕

i+1({s1, . . . , sk}) = β⊕
i+1(

•t). We
can also show that(βi+1(t))

• = t′• = ϕ⊕
R({e′1, . . . , e

′
l}) = β⊕

i+1({s
′
1, . . . , s

′
l}) =

β⊕
i+1(t

•
).

folding step: the mappingβi+1 is obviously a net morphism since it is the compo-
sition of two net morphisms((ϕi+1)E , τi+1) andβi.

From the fact that theβi are net morphisms, we can also show, by contradiction,
that everyN ′

i is irredundan: we assume that we add (in an unfolding step) a new
transitiont toN ′

i with a pre-set•t = {s1, . . . , sk}, but there is already a transition
u ∈ TN ′

i
such that•u = {s1, . . . , sk}. we setu′ = βi(u) and it holds that•u′ =

βi(
•u) = ϕ⊕

L (EL) andpNi
(u′) = pN ′

i
(u) = r. But his implies that the third

condition for the unfolding step was violated, i.e., there is a contradiction.



– We now assume that the algorithm does not terminate, which implies that it makes
infinitely many unfolding steps (folding steps decrease thesize of the shapeSi).
But since unfolding steps increase the size ofN ′

i and folding steps do not alter its
size, it follows that the infinite unionN ′ =

⋃∞
i=1N

′
i , defined in the obvious way,

is infinite. We can check that also the infinite netN ′ satisfies all the conditions
of lemma 1.. The finiteness conditions holds since adding a new transitiont and
new placess′1, . . . , s

′
k in the unfolding step does not alter the causes of already

existing transitions and places. Furthermore⌊t⌋ =
⋃l

i=1⌊si⌋ which is finite and
⌊s′j⌋ = ⌊t⌋ ∪ {t} which is also finite. And finally we never introduce places which
have no causes, and therefore the size ofMin(N ′

i) is constant. Therefore we can
apply lemma 2 and obtain the existence of a folding pairu, t ∈ TN ′ whereu 6=
t, p(u) = p(t) = r and∀s′ ∈ •t : (s′ ∈ •u ∨ u <N ′ s′.

– We assume thatt was added whenN ′
i+1 was constructed fromN ′

i , which must con-
sequently have been an unfolding step, adding the transition βi+1(t) = t′ toNi. It
is our aim to show that this unfolding operation could never have been applied and
thus obtain a contradiction.
Since the causes of an already existing transition are neveraltered during the con-
struction of theN ′

i+1, the folding pairu, t is already present inN ′
i+1. We setu′ =

βi+1(u) and sinceu is already present inN ′
i , it holds thatu′ = τi+1(βi(u)) ∈ TNi

,
which implies thatu′ 6= t′ (an unfolding step does not merge any transitions).
Since the mappingp of the Petri nets is preserved byβi+1, it also holds that
pNi+1

(u′) = pNi+1
(t′) = r = (L,R, α).

Now let e′ ∈ •t′ and from the construction ofN ′
i+1 it follows that there is an

s′ ∈ β−1
i+1(e

′) such thats′ ∈ •t. It follows from the folding condition thats′ ∈ •u
or u <N ′

i+1
s′.

Inf the former case it follows thate′ = βi+1(s
′) ∈ •(βi+1(u)) = •u′ and in the

latter case it follows thatu′ = βi+1(u) <Ni+1
βi+1(s

′) = e′. In both cases we the
fact theβi is a net morphism and therefore preserves the causality relation.

– We setϕu = µi+1(u
′)|L andϕt = µi+1(t

′)|L and it holds thatϕu
⊕(EL) = •u′

andϕt
⊕(EL) = •t′. Furthermore for everye′ ∈ ϕt

⊕(EL) = •t′, eithere′ ∈ •u′ or
u′ <Ni+1 e

′.
Since the causes ofu′ andϕt(EL) are not changed by the unfolding step, this
means that the condition for the application of the folding step is satisfied, which
forbids the application of the unfolding step and leads to a contradiction.

⊓⊔


